Circular

Re Examination (ESE) for 2023-2024 for B. Tech students (Semester I & II) old course (R4 - Scheme) having non-equivalence, is scheduled from 8th July 2024 to 12th July, 2024. The subject list is shown below:

1. R4MA1001T-Applied Mathematics-I
2. R4MA1021S-Applied Mathematics-II
3. R4CH1001T-Applied Chemistry-I
4. R4CH1021T-Applied Chemistry-II
5. R4PH1001T-Applied Physics-I
6. R4PH1021T-Applied Physics-II
7. R4EE1001T-Basic of Electrical Engineering
8. R4ME1003T-Elements of Mechanical Engineering

The subject having equivalence will be conducted with Even Regular exam starting from 24th May, 2024 to 7th June, 2024. Equivalence subject list is shown below:

1. R4ME1002T-Engineering Graphics
2. R4C01001T-Computer Programming

Controller of Examination (Degree)

Copy to,
1. Dean (Academics)
2. All HOD's
3. Store